The paper deals with the relative center property in orthomodular lattices (OMLs). The property holds in a large class of OMLs, including locally modular OMLs and projection lattices of AW*-and W*-algebras, and it means that the center of any interval [0,a] is the set {aAc\c central in L} . In § 1 we study the congruence lattice of an OML satisfying the Axiom of Comparability (A.C.) and, in §2, we prove that the central cover of an element can be expressed in many different ways in OMLs satisfying a certain condition (C). For complete OMLs, Axiom (A.C.) and condition (C) are equivalent to the relative center property. In §3, we give a coordinatization theorem for complete OMLs with the relative center property.
Introduction
This paper is composed of three sections, all dealing with the relative center property in orthomodular lattices (abbreviated OMLs). This property first appeared in the work of J. von Neumann on continuous geometries; it holds in an OML L if the center of any interval [0, a] of L is the set {a A c\c central in L} . The class of OMLs satisfying the relative center property is large; it contains locally modular OMLs, lattices of projections of Baer *-rings and various types of operator algebras. One aim of this paper is to demonstrate the importance of this property in the theory of OMLs.
In § 1, we consider the class of OMLs satisfying a property called the Axiom of Comparability and denoted (A.C.). Different equivalent forms of (A.C.) are given, and we prove interesting results concerning the congruence lattice of an OML with (A.C.). This section begins by recalling that for complete OMLs, (A.C.) is equivalent to the relative center property.
In §2, we consider OMLs satisfying a condition noted (C). In such OMLs the central cover of an element can be expressed many different ways and some applications to Baer '-rings and operator algebras are given. We end this section by proving that every complete OML with the relative center property satisfies (Q._ Section 3 is devoted to the question, Why does an OML which is the lattice of projections of a Baer *-ring have the relative center property? The answer is given by a coordinatization theorem for OMLs with the relative center property; roughly speaking, it is as follows: In a Baer *-ring, a projection which commutes with every projection commutes with every element.
Notations and definitions are taken from [13] , with some exceptions: kernels of congruences in OMLs are called orthomodular ideals, -denotes strong perspectivity, and \x\ is the central cover of x. For §2, a good knowledge of [12] or §8 of [13] is useful; information about Baer '-semigroups are in [9] and [13] ; and, for Rickart and Baer '-rings, [2] is the basic book.
1. The axiom of comparability 1.1. Generalities. Recall a result of [8] in which x < y means that there exists z such that x -~ z <y: We first prove some equivalent forms of axiom (A.C.). Results and proofs are similar to those obtained in Baer '-rings where equivalence of projections replaces strong perspectivity (see [2, §14] ). Nevertheless, proofs are necessary for two reasons:
The theorem of additivity of strong perspectivity in OMLs [13, §7] has stronger hypotheses than the corresponding result about equivalence of projections.
In every OML, epa(b) -a A (a V b) is strongly perspective to <pb(a) and the corresponding property for equivalence of projections, the so-called parallelogram law, is not satisfied by all Baer '-rings [2, §13, Exercise 1].
Two elements a and b of an OML are said to be strongly orthogonal, written alb , if there exists a central element h such that a < h and b < h . (A.C.)' x A h < y A h and x Ah <y A h .
Proof. There exists h e C(L) such that:
a^ AbAh^ <aAbX AhL . We have:
By using (1), (3), and the additivity theorem for strong perspectivity, we have:
that is, h Aa < h Ab. Similarly, by using (2) and (4), we obtain h1 A a1 < h±Ab±. D Remark 1. x A h < y A h and y Ah < x A h .
As the proof of Proposition 3, the proof of this result uses the parallelogram law for Sasaki projections and the theorem of additivity of strong perspectivity. , and by [6] and [24] , the orthomodular ideals of L, different from {0}, are the sets J" -{X e L|dimX < N"} for all ordinals ß < a + 1. Hence, the lattice of orthomodular ideals of L and the lattice of congruence relations of L are well-ordered chains isomorphic to the ordinal 1 + a + 2 ; that is a + 3 if a is finite and a + 2 if a is infinite.
Since, for an OML L, a binary relation on L is a congruence relation of the orthocomplemented lattice L if and only if this relation is a tolerance of the lattice L [21] , the above example generalizes the main result of [5] . . In such rings every p-ideal is an orthomodular ideal. It is apparently not known whether every orthomodular ideal is a p-ideal. It is for this reason that we prefer to call the kernels of congruence relations on OMLs orthomodular ideals rather than p-ideals.
(c) Proposition 4 is proved in [15] for continuous geometries, and there exists a similar result for operator algebras [2, §24, Exercise 4], [23] . Note that the proof of the proposition is based on the property of weak centrality of OMLs with (A.C.): If 7 n C(L) = 7 n C(L) for two maximal orthomodular ideals 7 and J, then 7 = 7. This property has been introduced by Y. Misonou [ 19] for operator algebras. It is well known that perspectivity, strong perspectivity, and position P' characterize orthomodular ideals in every OML. Proposition 9. Let R be a binary relation which characterizes orthomodular ideals of an orthomodular lattice L satisfying (C). If R contains position P' then: \a\ = \/{x€L\R(x,a)}.
In particular, \a\ = \/{x e L\x perspective to a} = \J{x e L\x strongly perspective to a}.
Proof. If 7? characterizes orthomodular ideals, then R(a, x) implies x < \a\.
As \a\ = VxeL{x G L\P'(a, x)} , |a| = V{* € L\R(x, a)} holds if R contains, as do perspectivity and strong perspectivity [6] , position P'. D 
(d) implies (a). Assume yS z and let y < y and z < <px(z) such that y -z . As epx(z) and epz(x) are in position P', we infer, using Lemma 2, that so are z and <p9^(x)(z'). By [6] , z -ep^Áx)(z') holds and, as (p9Áx)(z')< <Pz(x) < z, claim (d) implies y = ep^ M(z') = 0. Therefore, yS <Px(z) holds and (a) is proved. D Remark 6. (a) In the proof of (d) => (a) we only use S] = S2, but it is known that Sn = Sn+[ is equivalent to S" = S°° [13, §8] .
(b) The statement (a) of Proposition 10 is equivalent to 7* = {x G L\aS]x} is, for all a in L, an orthomodular ideal. One can prove that 7* is, in the relatively pseudocomplemented lattice of all orthomodular ideals of L, the pseudocomplement of the orthomodular ideal Ia generated by a . The ideal 7* is a central element of the Mac Neille completion L of L, and it is the orthocomplement of the central cover of the image of a in L . Proof. Recall that in a Baer '-ring the (SR)-axiom implies the parallelogram law [17] , and therefore equivalence of projections contains position P' [2, §13, Proposition 4]. By [7] , equivalence of projections characterizes the orthomodular ideals of Proj(^4). Hence, since projection lattices of Baer '-rings have the relative center property [14, Theorem 22] , Proj(y4) satisfies the condition (C) and Proposition 9 implies the first equality. For the second one, it suffices to use Proposition 9 and a result of [18] : two projections of a Baer '-ring satisfying the (SR)-axiom are unitary equivalent if and only if they are projective (projectivity is the transitive relation generated by perspectivity). D Remark 7. (a) Every AW*-algebra and, in particular, every von Neumann algebra satisfies the (SR)-axiom. The first equality of Proposition 11 is proved for AW'-algebras in [20] .
(b) In [3] it is shown that in a Baer '-ring A satisfying the parallelogram law and two other conditions denoted by (*) and (**) and introduced in [18] , the following statements are equivalent for all pairs of projections a and b :
(i) (a) and (b) are equivalent projections.
(ii) There exist orthogonal decompositions a = ax V a2 and b = o, V b2 where a¡ and b¡ are perspective.
In such Baer '-rings, equivalence of projections contains position P' and characterizes the orthomodular ideals of Proj (,4). Therefore, the first equality of Proposition 11 is also true for Baer '-rings satisfying the parallelogram law, (*) and (**).
(c) In JW-algebras [22] equivalence of projections agrees with projectivity. Hence, as the orthomodular lattice of projections of a JW-algebra is complete and has the relative center property, the central cover is given by the first equality of Proposition 11.
The relative center property and Baer '-semigroups
Since the first definitions in the theory of Baer '-semigroups and Baer '-rings are incoherent, let us recall them.
A Baer * -semigroup (also known as a Foulis semigroup) S is a '-semigroup such that, for each a e S, R(a) = {x G S\ax = 0} is a principal right ideal generated by a projection noted a . All such projections, called closed projections, form an OML denoted by Proj'(S). When Proj'^) is a complete lattice, S is said to be a complete Baer *-semigroup.
A '-ring in which the multiplicative '-semigroup is a Baer '-semigroup is called a Rickart *-ring, and a Rickart '-ring with a complete lattice of projections is a Baer *-ring. In a Rickart '-ring A, every projection is closed and Proj(^) denotes the OML of all projections of A .
We also recall that Baer '-semigroups and Rickart '-rings form equational classes of algebras [1] , and therefore for these concepts the notion of subalgebra is unambiguous.
Some results of this section, such as Lemma 3, Propositions 13 and 14, are well known in the theory of Baer '-rings. In the case of Baer '-semigroups their proofs are necessary, since the additive structure is not available and, in particular, we do not have the important relation p = 1 -p for a projection P-3.1. Centers of a Baer '-semigroup. Let S be a Baer '-semigroup. Define: Z(S) = {x G S\xy = yx for all y in S} , C(S) = {pe Proj'(S)\pq = qp for all q in Proj'(S)} Recall that C(S) is also the center of the orthomodular lattice Proj'(S).
In general, Z(S) n Proj'(.S) c C(S), and the above example shows that strict inclusion is possible.
Example. Consider the Baer '-semigroup «S of all binary relations on a set X introduced in [9] . Recall, for relations R, Rx, R2, definitions of the three operations in S : RxR2 = {(x ,y)\ there exists zeX suchthat (x,z)eRx and (z,y)G7?2}, R* = {(x, y)\(y, x) e R} , R' = {(x,x)\ for all y€X, (y,x) i R}.
The lattice Proj'(S) is made up of all the identity relations on subsets of X and is isomorphic to the Boolean lattice of subsets of X. Therefore, we have C(S) = Proj'(S).
Assume that X has at least two elements and let 7? be the identity relation on a nonempty subset X0 of X, different from X. Consider a G XQ, b ^ XQ, and P = {(a, b)} . As RP = P and PR = 0, RP ¿ PR holds and we have Z(S) n Proj'(S) = {0,1}^ COS).
In the case of Rickart '-rings the situation is different and Z(S) n Proj(S) -C(S) holds. This property is proved in a slightly different setting by S. Maeda in [16] , and a proof is contained in an unpublished paper by S. K. Berberian [4] . For the convenience of the reader we give a proof of this important result.
Proposition 12. If S is a Rickart *-ring then Z(S) n Proj(S) = C(S). Proof . Let e e C(S). As e2 = e* = e, e e Z(S) is equivalent to eSe = eS and, by using e = 1 -e in a Rickart '-ring, this last equality holds if and only if eSe = 0. 
